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Abstract
Propeller installation options for a twin-engined turboprop aircraft are evalu-
ated at cruise conditions, aiming to identify the quieter configuration. Computa-
tional fluid dynamics is used to investigate the near-field acoustics and transfer
functions are employed to estimate the interior cabin noise. Co-rotating and
counter-rotating installation options are compared. The effect of propeller syn-
chrophasing is also considered. The employed method captures the complexity
of the acoustic field generated by the interactions of the propeller sound fields
among each other and with the airframe, showing also the importance of simu-
lating the whole problem to predict the actual noise on a flying aircraft. Marked
differences among the various layouts are observed. The counter-rotating top-in
option appears the best in terms of acoustics, the top-out propeller rotation
leading to louder noise because of inflow conditions and the occurrence of con-
structive acoustic interferences. Synchrophasing is shown to be beneficial for
co-rotating propellers, specially regarding the interior noise, because of favor-
able effects in the interaction between the propeller direct sound field and the
noise due to the airframe. An angle closer to the maximum relative blade shift
was found to be the best choice, yielding, however, higher sound levels than
those provided by the counter-rotating top-in layout.
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NOMENCLATURE
Acronyms
BPF Blade Passing Frequency
CFD Computation Fluid Dynamics
CO Co-rotating propellers
CNTI Counter-rotating top-in propellers
CNTO Counter-rotating top-out propellers
OSPL Overall Sound Pressure Level
SPL Sound Pressure Level
TF Transfer Function
Latin
Frequency f [Hz]
Pressure coefficient Cp =
p
1
2
ρ∞V 2∞
[-]
Longitudinal coordinate X [m]
Propeller radius R [m]
Unsteady pressure field p′(x, t) [Pa]
Greek
Azimuthal position of the reference blade ψb [deg]
Blade azimuthal coordinate ψ [deg]
Fuselage azimuthal coordinate Θ [deg]
Starboard propeller synchrophase angle ψs [deg]
1. Introduction
Short to medium range flights make up to 95% of the total air traffic on
European routes. Propeller-driven aircraft are the best option to decrease the
fuel burnt during these flights, as they have a considerably higher propulsive
2
efficiency in comparison to a similar capacity jet aircraft. However, future envi-5
ronmental certifications will also require a cut in the aircraft acoustic emissions:
compared to the capabilities of typical new aircraft in 2000, European targets
aim to reduce the perceived acoustic footprint of flying aircraft by 50% for
2020[1] and to achieve a total noise abatement of 65% for 2050[2]. Current tur-
boprops still emit substantial noise (on average, the interior noise is around 2510
dB higher than a turbofan aircraft) and, because of the several tone components
forming the propeller sound spectra, they are also perceived by passengers as
more annoying than turbofan. Therefore, the challenge is to improve propeller
acoustics without a significant performance penalty.
Starting from the IMPACTA project[3, 4] of Dowty Propellers, which aimed15
to reduce and/or modify the noise spectra of the whole turboprop propulsion
system, this work analyses the near-field acoustics that is generated by differ-
ent propeller installations. Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) is used to
study a complete twin-engined turboprop aircraft, in particular evaluating the
fuselage exterior noise, as well as the interior cabin sound levels via experimen-20
tally obtained transfer functions. Co-rotating propellers and counter-rotating
configurations with top-in and top-out rotating propellers, the last one having
proven more aerodynamically efficient[5], are considered. The main advantages
of counter-rotating propellers are the natural balance of roll and yaw moments
and of the P-factor, hence no engine is critical in this layout[6]. For these rea-25
sons, they are sometimes employed on military aircraft, of which a recent and
peculiar example is the A400M military transport aircraft. This four-engine,
eight-bladed, turboprop aircraft uses adjacent pairs of counter-rotating pro-
pellers to maximize efficiency[7], while the high internal noise has to be man-
aged by passive and active noise control methods[7, 8]. Civil turboprops adopt,30
instead, co-rotating propellers (see Table 1) because of their lower maintenance
costs and logistic reasons, since only one type of spare engine/gearbox and
blades have to be carried by requirement. The two propellers are always as-
sumed to be synchronized, i.e. their RPM precisely match, as it is usually done
to improve passenger and crew comfort, since an audible vibration arises if the35
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Aircraft Category Layout Synch.
Bombardier Dash8 Q400 Civil Co-rot. YES
ATR 72 Civil Co-rot. YES
Fokker F50 Civil Co-rot. YES
Saab 2000 Civil Co-rot. YES
Fairchild-Dornier 328 Civil Co-rot. YES
Piper PA-44 Seminole Civil Counter-rot. YES
Lockheed C-130J Super Hercules Military Co-rot. YES
Lockheed P-3 Orion Military Co-rot. YES
Alenia C-27J Spartan Military Co-rot. YES
Airbus A400M Atlas Military Counter-rot.∗ YES
Bell Boeing V-22 Osprey Military Counter-rot. NO
Table 1: Configuration of the main turboprop, with tractor propellers, and tilt-rotor aircraft
currently operating, or of the recent past. ∗ on each wing.
propellers do not turn at the same angular velocity. The two propellers are also
considered in phase in the first part of the work, where co- and counter-rotating
layouts are compared. The acoustic effect of synchrophasing, i.e. a relatively
fixed shift in the propellers blades position, is then investigated for the usu-
ally adopted co-rotating layout as it had previously proven effective in reducing40
both vibration and noise levels[9–13]. Synchrophasing is a very interesting pas-
sive noise-control strategy because it does not require additional aircraft weight
in its implementation. The idea is to set a specific phase angle between the
propellers so that the acoustic interference among the different sound sources
promotes noise cancellation. Since constant-speed variable-pitch propellers are45
typically employed, the desired propeller relative blade angle is simply attained
by accelerating or decelerating the slave propeller via small adjustments in the
blade pitch.
It is emphasized that the goal of the present research is not to estimate the abso-
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lute noise levels of each propeller installation layout, but to carry out a relative50
study to find if one configuration is acoustically advantageous with respect to
others.
Installed propellers were initially studied in the eighties and nineties when
high oil prices made them an attractive alternative to the wider employed tur-55
bojets. Major efforts were carried out in the USA and Europe via experiments
and numerical calculations. The aerodynamics and acoustics of the problem
were investigated, both being linked to the aircraft sale and cost of use. Table
2 presents a summary of major works related to propellers installed on aircraft
with tractor propeller configuration. Relevant findings of this research are: (i)60
the mutual interaction propeller-airframe is significant for both and unsteady,
thus steady actuator disk computations can only give an average field estimate
while time marching 3D simulations are needed to accurately capture interac-
tion phenomena, especially in the case of propeller operating at incidence[24–28];
(ii) fuselage scattering, wing and nacelle reflections and boundary layer refrac-65
tion must be included for adequate sound levels predictions, hence direct noise
computations are “viable and reliable” in the near-field provided an appropri-
ate mesh density, since they naturally account for these non-linear propagation
effects[23]; (iii) the cabin noise is mainly due to the first three propeller tones[35]
and, in the case of co-rotating propellers, it is dominated by the propeller ap-70
proaching the fuselage when moving upwards, both in the forward and the
rear fuselage parts[34]. Nowadays, because of environmental issues, interest in
propeller-driven aircraft returned and new research is developing again, focusing
especially on propeller acoustics. Exploiting the capabilities of modern comput-
ers, CFD techniques are often employed to study the near-field propeller noise.75
Work on isolated propellers is performed with the objective of strengthening an
accurate noise prediction methodology with reasonable computational cost (see
[37, 38] amongst others) or to find a quieter propeller design (see e.g. [39, 40]).
Investigations on installed propeller configurations seek to improve our under-
standing of the complex propeller-airframe interaction phenomena and to find80
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Project and
Sponsor
Experimental Activities Numerical Activities
PTA
(NASA)
Full-scale in-flight campaign[14, 15] using the
SR-7L advance propeller[16, 17]: acoustic
measurements, near and far from the propeller, to
map the noise source directivity pattern under a
wide set of operating conditions (altitude,
propeller tip speed and prop-fan inflow angle
varying).
• Noise predictions based on Farassat’s formu-
lations of the FWH equation, without the
quadrupole term[18, 19], including fuselage scat-
tering and refraction[20], using aerodynamics
and aeroelasticity as input.
• Near-field noise estimates with frequency do-
main methods[21, 22] vs direct evaluation using
3D unsteady Euler computations[23].
GEMINI II
(European
Commission)
Wind tunnel experiments of full-span model scaled
of typical 50-seater commercial twin-engined
turboprop[24] to investigate the aerodynamic
interactions between propeller slipstream and
airframe at transonic conditions.
Euler/Navier-Stokes computations (time accurate
vs steady state adopting an actuator disk method to
represent the propeller)[25, 26].
APIAN
(European
Commission)
Wind tunnel tests campaign for the enhanced
GEMINI II model[27]: aerodynamic and acoustic
measurements.
Steady and unsteady Euler simulations combined
with the ONERA radiation acoustic code, solving
the FWH equation in the frequency domain, and the
NLR acoustic code for scattering and refraction [28].
Table 2: Main efforts performed in the past to study aerodynamics and acoustics of installed propellers (Part 1). FWH stands for Ffowcs Williams
- Hawkings.
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Project
and
Sponsor
Experimental Activities Numerical Activities
research
activities
(FFA)
Low-speed wind tunnel survey on a
propeller-nacelle-wing scaled model[29, 30] varying
incidence, yaw, free-stream speed, propeller thrust
coefficient and nacelle geometry: surface pressure and
propeller slipstream flow-field data acquired; no
acoustic measurements made.
• Time-averaged panel code predictions, coupled
with a propeller slipstream model employing
momentum-blade element theory[31, 32].
• Unsteady Euler and Navier-Stokes simulations
with the DLR TAU code[33].
SAAB
industrial
activities
(FAA and
SAAB)
• In-flight acoustic measurements of interior and ex-
terior noise of the twin-engined, co-rotating, tur-
boprop SAAB 2000[34].
• Thorough study of both tonal and broadband
noise sources on the aircraft, together with passive
and active tailored control measures adopted[35].
Calculations with a time-domain linearized version
of the FWH equation[36] including non-uniform
propeller inflow and time-varying blade loads[34].
Table 2: Main efforts performed in the past to study aerodynamics and acoustics of installed propellers (Part 2). FWH stands for Ffowcs Williams
- Hawkings.
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acoustically better installation solutions, as for example in [41] or in the German
BNF project[42, 43] for a tractor configuration and in the European CESAR
project[44, 45] for a pusher configuration.
Whereas the above cited works analyze a propeller-engine-wing combination,
this research considers the full turboprop aircraft, aiming to assess the influ-85
ence of the propeller installation layout, i.e. co-rotating vs counter-rotating pro-
pellers, on the airplane acoustics. Numerical computations are performed using
the compressible Unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) equa-
tions which have been already proven successful in propeller near-field noise pre-
dictions and in similar research efforts on contra-rotating open rotors (e.g. [46–90
48]) and marine propellers (e.g. [49]).
Concerns about possible high sound levels developed by propellers operating
at transonic or supersonic tip speeds designed in the 1980s drove, already
at that time, studies on propeller synchrophasing as a means of noise reduc-
tion. Analytical and experimental attempts to study the problem, modelled95
using monopole/dipole sources and a cylindrical shell representing the fuselage,
showed that the propeller phase angles do not significantly alter the external
pressure field but affect considerably the internal one[11, 12]. The latter ap-
pears to be directly coupled with the cylinder vibration modes which govern
the sound transmission and the propagation in the cabin interior. These inves-100
tigations also indicated that the acoustic energy comes in and out of the fuselage
in localized regions whose position strongly depends on the propeller phase shift,
the majority of the energy entering in any case over a length of one shell diame-
ter. An analytical technique to optimize the propeller phase angles, based on a
systematic search among combinations of propellers signatures in the frequency105
domain, was presented in [9] and employed with the flight-test data of a NATC
Navy/Lockheed P-3C. Results clearly showed that synchrophasing can vary the
total sound energy, and not only redistribute it, yielding a reduction up to 8
dB of the average cabin noise in a four-engined aircraft and 1.5 dB in a twin-
engined[9, 10]. All cited works underlined that the optimum synchrophase angle110
varies with cabin location, sound frequency and fuselage layout, thus the angle
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selection is a compromise and configuration-dependent. Flight and environ-
mental conditions have recently been proved to also influence the synchrophase
optimum[50], showing that the synchrophaser should be ideally adaptive, and
that this could be achieved with a small number of microphones if placed in115
the right locations. Investigations on adaptive synchrophasing controllers have
been carried out by different organizations, resulting in tested prototypes and
various patents such as [51–56]. Nevertheless, usually the synchrophase angles
are set a priori into the electronic synchrophasing system and thus a preliminary
optimization study becomes important to obtain noise reduction for the primary120
aircraft operating conditions. The analytical propeller signature analysis tech-
nique is still currently used for these studies[13, 57], using experimental data as
input. It is, however, noted that this theory implies that the contributions of
each propeller combine in a linear way, which seems a reasonable assumption
from the comparison with experimental data but it is not well proven.125
Instead, the use of CFD in this work enables to investigate the whole acous-
tic near-field that is generated using synchrophased propellers, analyzing the
phenomenon and assessing the possible noise benefits of this strategy. Vari-
ous propeller synchrophase angles are considered, and the different cases are
compared regarding both exterior and interior sound levels.130
2. Test Cases
The airplane considered in this study is a twin-engined turboprop, with a
standard commercial high-wing design and a capacity of around 70-80 passen-
gers, similar to the ATR72, the Bombardier Dash 8 series or the Fokker 50. The
computational geometry of the aircraft is shown in Figure 2(b) along with its135
dimensions. It is an aircraft generic shape without horizontal and vertical tail
surfaces adopted in the IMPACTA project[3, 4].
All the three propeller installation options, considering the two propellers in
phase, are analyzed:
(a) Co-rotating propellers (CO): conventional layout for civil aircraft with both140
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propellers rotating clockwise as viewed from the rear - see Figure 1(a);
(b) Counter-rotating top-in propellers (CNTI): port propeller rotating clock-
wise and starboard propeller counterclockwise as viewed from the rear, thus
both propellers approach the fuselage when moving downwards - see Figure
1(b);145
(c) Counter-rotating top-out propellers (CNTO): opposite of CNTI, port pro-
peller rotating counterclockwise and starboard propeller clockwise as viewed
from the rear, thus both propellers approach the fuselage when moving up-
wards - see Figure 1(c).
(a) (b) (c)
(d)
Figure 1: Definition of the turboprop layout and of the systems of reference used (frontal view).
(a) CO - co-rotating, (b) CNTI - counter-rotating top-in, and (c) CNTO - counter-rotating
top-out propellers installation options. (d) Definition of reference blade, blade azimuth angle
ψ (increasing with the propeller rotation, regardless of the direction), fuselage azimuth angle
θ and positive synchrophase angle ψs (shifted blades in orange).
For the synchrophasing study on the co-rotating layout, the port propeller is150
considered as master, and the starboard propeller blades lead those of the port
propeller for a positive synchrophased angle (refer to Figure 1(d)). Typical syn-
chrophasing angles for twin-engined turboprops are between 10 and 15 degrees.
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Four synchrophasing angles are considered: ψs = 5, 10, 15 and 30 deg. It is
noted that, the propeller having eight blades, the maximum possible propellers155
blade shift is equal to ψs = 22.5 deg, and that a larger angle is equivalent to a
negative synchrophase angle, e.g. ψs = 30 deg ≡ −15 deg.
The Propeller. In this research, the IMPACTA Baseline propeller was employed[40,
58]. It is a eight bladed new-generation propeller, with extremely low activity
factor and designed to operate at high blade loading conditions. The geometric160
and the cruise operating parameters of the IMPACTA propeller are summarized
in Table 3.
Radius R 2.21 m Free-stream Mach number M∞ 0.5
Root chord c 0.213 m Thrust line incidence -2 deg
Pitch angle (0.7R) ∼51◦ Helical Mach number (0.95R) 0.789
Angular velocity ∼850 RPM Tip Reynolds number ReTIP 1.24e06
Required Thrust 7852 N Altitude 7620 m
Table 3: IMPACTA Baseline propeller parameters and nominal cruise operating conditions.
It is noted that a cruise flight is here considered, being usually the longer seg-
ment of the aircraft route where propellers are the major noise source. However,
results can differ in the case of different flight conditions.165
Simulations Details. Simulations were performed solving the URANS equa-
tions, as the most efficient CFD method able to capture the propeller tonal
noise, which is the main contribution to the overall interior noise; no attempt
was made at this stage to study the broadband noise content. The k − ω SST
turbulence model[59] was employed to close the equations. Computations were170
started for all cases from unperturbed free-stream flow conditions, accelerat-
ing gradually the propeller up to the cruise angular velocity in the first half of
propeller revolution. A temporal resolution of 1 degree of propeller azimuth,
i.e. 360 steps per propeller revolution, was chosen to guarantee smooth and fast
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convergence at each time-step resolved in the simulation (the resulting Nyquist175
frequency allows to solve up to frequencies well above the third propeller tone).
Using 17 computing nodes, each with two 2.1 GHz 18-core Intel Xeon E5-2695
series processors, one complete propeller revolution took 66 hours. Five full
propeller revolutions were run before reaching an adequate convergence of the
global flow-field in the region of interest for the analysis.180
3. Numerical Methodology
3.1. The Flow Solver HMB3
Numerical simulations were performed using the in-house parallel CFD solver
Helicopter Multi Block (HMB3)[60–62] of the University of Glasgow. HMB3
solves the 3D Navier-Stokes equations in dimensionless integral form using the185
Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian formulation for time-dependent domains with
moving boundaries, discretised via a cell-centered finite volume approach on
a curvilinear co-ordinate system. Convective fluxes are treated with Osher’s
upwind scheme[63] and the viscous stress tensor is approximated using the
Boussinesq hypothesis[64] or an explicit algebraic Reynolds stress model[65].190
Several turbulence models, of the URANS and hybrid LES/URANS families,
are implemented in the solver. The MUSCL variable extrapolation method[66]
is employed, in combination with the van Albada limiter[67], to provide second-
order accuracy and avoid spurious oscillations across shock waves. The temporal
integration is performed with an implicit dual-time method and the linear sys-195
tem is solved using the generalized conjugate gradient method with a BILU[68]
factorization as a pre-conditioner. The Message Passing Interface MPI tool is
used for the communication between the processors in parallel execution.
Solver Validation. HMB3[60, 61] has been validated for propeller flows, in both
isolated and installed configurations, by comparison with experimental data200
from the unswept JORP propeller[69] and the IMPACTA wind tunnel tests
campaign[70, 71]. Results are presented in [58] and [40], respectively. Overall,
a good agreement is observable regarding both aerodynamics and acoustics,
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showing that HMB3 allows to predict the flow around the propeller blades,
the aerodynamic phenomena due to the propeller-airframe interaction and the205
dominant noise tones of the acoustic near-field with an adequate accuracy.
3.2. Computational Grids
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 2: High-wing twin-engined turboprop aircraft: computational geometry and setup. Di-
mensions are reported as function of the propeller radius R. (a) Full grid layout visualization
and system of reference definition. (b) Computational geometry with surface mesh visualiza-
tion. (c) Numerical probes (in light-blue those used as input to the transfer functions in the
interior noise estimation).
Multi-block structured grids, generated with the ICEM-HexaTM software of
ANSYS, were employed. A fully-matched body-fitted mesh was built around
the whole aircraft, adopting an “O” grid topology surrounding the surfaces of210
fuselage, wings and nacelles. Special attention was paid to have a good quality
mesh in areas proved critical in preliminary tests, such as the fuselage-wing
junction. Propellers are included in the airplane grid using the sliding plane
13
(a) (b)
Figure 3: High-wing twin-engined turboprop aircraft: computational grid visualizations. (a)
Surface mesh detail: port propeller and inboard section of the wing. (a) Volume mesh: slice
between the starboard propeller and the wing (frontal view).
technique[72] which allows the relative motion and the exchange of information
between the two meshes with a set of pre-calculated interpolation weights. The215
grids for all different cases were thus obtained just selecting the appropriate
propellers during the assembling process and simply applying a rotation of the
starboard propeller drum by the desired synchrophased angle when necessary.
The aircraft mesh is then immersed, with the chimera overset method[73], in
a regular background grid which extends until the far-field. The layout of the220
complete grid, as well as block topology and mesh, are visualized in Figures 2
and 3. The aircraft grid was prepared for half of the model and then mirrored,
thus to ensure perfect symmetry of the computational domain. Similarly, the
propeller meshes were generated by copy-rotating a single-blade grid, mirroring
in the case of opposite propeller rotation. Overall, the full grid counts 13326225
blocks and 170 million cells, of which 132 million belong to the airplane mesh
and 16.5 million to each propeller. The adopted spatial resolution guarantees,
in the region of interest, a minimum of 17 points per wave length for the third
propeller tone which was found adequate in previous solver validation studies.
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Boundary Conditions. The aircraft surfaces are treated as solid walls. At the230
inlet boundaries, which are located far enough from the engine intakes, a sur-
face pressure equal to the free-stream value is imposed and the other variables
are extrapolated. Free-stream boundary conditions are applied on the external
boundaries of the computational domain.
3.3. Noise Estimation Approach235
Exterior Noise. The near-field noise is directly evaluated from the URANS so-
lutions. Computing the unsteady pressure field p′(x, t) directly from the CFD
results, the Overall Sound Pressure Level (OSPL) and the Sound Pressure Level
(SPL) as function of the sound frequency are estimated as follows:


OSPL = 10 log10
(
p′
rms
2
pref 2
)
dB,
SPL(f) = 10 log10
(
PSD(p′)
pref 2
)
dB,
(1)
where rms stands for root mean square, PSD is the power spectral density and
pref is the acoustic reference pressure which is equal to 2 · 10
−5 Pa.
Numerical probes are also included in the simulations to directly record the time
pressure signal at some locations of interest. In particular, as shown in Figure
2(c), probes are located on the fuselage in the main propeller region of influence,240
from 1 R upstream to ∼ 1.6 R downstream the propeller plane, and along some
span-wise wing stations and the engine intake.
Interior Noise. Within the activities of the IMPACTA project, NLR performed
a series of tests on a Fokker 50 aircraft to determine the cabin noise response of
a typical commercial airplane[74]. The sound transmission through the fuselage245
walls is shown to be non uniform in space and highly dependent on the frequency
of the incoming pressure field, yielding noise reductions of more than 20 dB. The
outcome of these experiments was a set of Transfer Function (TF) describing
the relation existing between the external pressure field on the fuselage and the
sound pressure inside the cabin. In this way, the aircraft structural response is250
accounted for without the need of a computational expensive structural model.
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A stronger coupling between aeroacoustics and structural vibrations is beyond
the scope of the analysis at this stage, since there is no intention to estimate
absolute noise levels but only a relative comparison between the different con-
figurations is of interest.255
Data is available for a passenger located on the starboard side of the airplane,
slightly ahead of the propeller rotational plane on the second seat from the win-
dow. The TF account for the sound pressure impinging on the fuselage region
between 1 R upstream and ∼0.35 R downstream the propeller rotational plane
(see Figure 2(c)) and cover a frequency range from BPF2 to over 10 BPF which is260
more than adequate for the study. Knowing the TF, the interior noise is simply
estimated from their convolution with the exterior pressure signals computed by
the CFD simulations. In particular, data recorded from the numerical probes
for the last full propeller revolution run are used for this analysis. Reference
[40] details the TF determination, their characteristics and their application.265
4. Discussion of the Results
In the following, the aerodynamic and the acoustic fields of co- and counter-
rotating configurations, with propellers in phase, are first investigated and com-
pared. The acoustic analysis of the effects of propeller synchrophasing is after
presented. For convenience, a cylindrical system of reference is introduced to270
present data on the aircraft fuselage: the fuselage azimuthal coordinate θ goes
clockwise as viewed from the front of the aircraft as defined in Figure 1(d), and
the longitudinal axis X is parallel to the fuselage centerline, positive in the flow
direction and with its origin at the propeller rotational plane.
4.1. Co-rotating vs Counter-rotating Layouts.275
4.1.1. Aerodynamic Analysis
To show the complex characteristics of the flow-field generated from the
interaction of the tractor propellers with the airframe, in Figure 4 the vortical
structures are shown for the co-rotating layout. The adopted mesh resolution
16
(a) (b)
Figure 4: Instantaneous vortical structures - CO, ψb = 90 deg. (a) Iso-surfaces of Q, colored
by non dimensional axial velocity. (b) Vorticity contours for the port propeller.
preserves the propellers wake up to the aircraft tail. The interaction of the280
blade tip vortices with the wing is well captured by the CFD simulation which
is able to show the different flow features of the flow-field in the case of top-in
and top-out rotating propellers. The vortices generated from the wing tips, the
nacelles and the inclination of the aft fuselage are also visible.
Aircraft Trimming Discussion. Because of the lack of the horizontal and verti-285
cal tail surfaces in the computational geometry, it was not expected to achieve
a complete trim in the flight direction. A small thrust surplus with respect to
the aircraft drag was in effect found for the nominal conditions simulated (see
Table 3). However, mean wing and propeller loads are suitably representative of
cruise conditions and, being primarily interested in a comparative study among290
the different installation layouts, no attempt to trim the aircraft by changing
the blade pitch was carried out. A discrepancy of less than 0.03% in the total
propellers thrust was registered between all cases analyzed and this was con-
sidered enough to achieve relative data with satisfactory accuracy. Regarding
the aircraft trim state, the co-rotating configuration results in unbalanced forces295
and moments, and thus likely to get considerably more trim drag. This is not
the case for the counter-rotating layouts because of their symmetry. The result-
ing side force Fy and roll moment Mx, scaled with the port propeller thrust
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Tp and torque Qp, respectively, are reported in Table 4 to quantify the natural
aircraft equilibrium state, i.e. without any control surfaces.
CO CNTI CNTO
Fy/Tp 21.303 0.046 0.001
Mx/Qp 89.195 0.0215 0.0003
Table 4: Aircraft equilibrium state for the different installation layouts with no control surfaces
active. Fy is the resultant side force, Mx the resultant roll moment, Tp and Qp the thrust
and torque of the port propeller.
300
(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 5: Averaged pressure loading on the aircraft. (a) CO. (b) CNTI. (c) CNTO.
Aircraft Loads Analysis. Figure 5 shows the average surface pressure distribu-
tion on the aircraft for the various configurations. The influence of the propeller
on the wing loading is visible, resulting in a different pressure distribution on
the wing portion affected by the propeller slipstream depending on the propeller
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rotation. In particular, the wing experiences higher loading on the propeller up-305
wash side and, in the case of propeller top-out rotation, the suction area on the
wing inboard upper surface is observed to extend up to the wing-fuselage junc-
tion. The pressure field is, as expected, symmetric in the case of counter-rotating
layouts. A comparison of the average span-wise normal pressure loading of the
Figure 6: Span-wise normal averaged pressure force distribution over the wing: comparison
between different layouts and clean aircraft as reference.
different configurations is presented in Figure 6. The lift gain and reduction due310
to the propeller swirl that modifies the local wing angle of attack in the propeller
region of influence is evident. The reference line representing the clean aircraft
case (no propeller installed) allows to distinguish the effects of the nacelle and of
the propellers. Small differences are also visible in the loads of the inboard wing,
up to around mid-span, for the same propeller rotation in the case of co-rotating315
and counter-rotating layouts. This suggests that for accurate load predictions
both propellers must be considered and studying an isolated wing with propeller
may not be enough. Overall, the total average lift of the three configurations
is quite similar: the counter-rotating top-in option gives 1.16% less than the
co-rotating option, while the counter-rotating top-out option 1.19% more. As a320
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measure of the aerodynamic efficiency of the various installation layouts, Table
5 presents the lift over drag ratio for each case. In line with previous studies[5],
the counter-rotating top-out configuration appears to be the best design choice
from the aerodynamic point of view. This is mainly due to the reduction of the
drag pressure component (−0.81% with respect to the co-rotating layout), in325
conjunction with the above mentioned lift increase.
CO CNTI CNTO
Lift/Drag 20.324 20.171 20.644
Table 5: Aerodynamic efficiency for the different installation layouts.
Propeller Loads Analysis. The presence of the nacelle and the wing also affects
the propeller, yielding a periodic blade load variation during a propeller revo-
lution. To visualize the effects of the installation, Figure 7 shows the propeller
loads as function of the blade azimuthal position ψ for the co-rotating layout.330
Thrust and torque coefficients display the largest deviations from isolated ax-
ial flight values as the blade passes in front of the wing. Any deviation from
symmetry observed between the up- and down-stroking blades is due both to
the asymmetric wing profile, and to the lack of axial propeller inflow. In par-
ticular, because of the negative incidence of the propeller rotational axis (see335
Table 3), the up-stroking blade experiences a higher local angle of attack, thus
resulting in higher loads. It is therefore expected that the inboard-up propeller
installation option generates louder loading noise. This choice also shows a
slightly higher propeller efficiency, although propeller operating conditions do
not vary significantly in the cases of inboard-up or inboard-down rotation. Over-340
all, the propeller installed at the tested fixed-pitch cruise conditions gives about
2.7% − 2.8% more thrust than the propeller in isolation at axial flight condi-
tions, with a penalty in the efficiency of about 0.6%− 0.7% due to an increase
in torque of about 3.4%.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 7: Installation effects on the propeller loads - CO. (a) Disc thrust loading for the
starboard propeller, i.e. inboard-up rotating propeller (frontal view). (b) Disc thrust loading
for the port propeller, i.e. inboard-down rotating propeller (frontal view). (c) Thrust and
torque coefficients progress during a full propeller revolution for one blade. Results are scaled
with respect to the corresponding values for the isolated propeller in axial flight.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 8: Instantaneous unsteady pressure field visualization: comparison between the differ-
ent installation configuration, ψb = 90 deg. Transversal plane at ∼ 1R behind the propeller
plane on the left, longitudinal plane at propeller spinner height on the right. (a),(b) CO.
(c),(d) CNTI. (e),(f) CNTO.
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4.1.2. Acoustic Analysis345
Aircraft External Sound Field. Figure 8 shows the instantaneous unsteady pres-
sure field for different layouts on transversal and longitudinal planes. The
adopted mesh resolution captures the pressure perturbations generated by the
propeller blade tips and the propagation of the associated acoustic waves fur-
ther down-stream, up until the rear end of the fuselage.The interaction of the350
sound waves with the wings is visible and noise travelling in the up-stream di-
rection, as well as emitted from the back of the nacelles, can be also noticed.
As for the aerodynamics, the acoustic field for the counter-rotating layouts is
symmetric, while differences between aircraft port and starboard sides are evi-
dent in the case of co-rotating propellers. The pressure perturbations generated355
by the interaction of the blade tip vortices with the wing leading-edge appear
significantly larger on the up-stroking blade side, because of the higher loads
of both blade and wing. Moreover, from time visualizations of the unsteady
pressure, the sound waves emitted here are seen to be reflected by the na-
celle and to interfere constructively with the direct sound field generated by360
the propeller rotation. The result is perturbations of larger amplitude in the
wing-fuselage junction area for inboard-up propeller rotation. In the case of
co-rotating propellers, the wave front propagating up-stream after the reflection
on the fuselage starboard wall is also seen considerably stronger, whereas for
counter-rotating top-out propellers some favorable (destructive) acoustic inter-365
ferences yield smaller amplitudes. Therefore, louder noise is expected in the
aircraft cabin when the propeller rotates inboard-up, especially in the case of
co-rotating propellers layout.
The unsteady pressure distribution on the aircraft for a fixed instant, and the
resulting overall sound pressure levels, are shown in Figures 9 and 10, respec-370
tively. Pressure perturbations due to the impact of the propeller wake on
the wing leading edge are visible. Differences between the wing side in the pro-
peller up-wash and that in the propeller down-wash are evident. The first shows
fluctuations of larger amplitude, as expected from the acoustic field analysis,
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 9: Unsteady pressure field on the aircraft, instantaneous visualization (ψb = 90 deg)
for the different layouts. View of the starboard side on the left and of the port side on the
right. (a),(b) CO. (c),(d) CNTI. (e),(f) CNTO.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
(g) (h)
Figure 10: OSPL on the aircraft external surface for the different layouts (noise estimate from
URANS results over a quarter of propeller revolution). Color scale range equal to 45 dB. (a)
CO: top view. (b) CO: bottom view. (c) CO: starboard side. (d) CO: port side. (e) CNTI:
starboard side. (f) CNTI: port side. (g) CNTO: starboard side. (h) CNTO: port side.
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and produces, in the case of inboard-up propeller rotation, a large area of375
high noise on the wing’s lower surface near the nacelle attachment. Footprints
of the tip blade vortices can also be noted on the wing, on both the upper
and the lower wing surfaces, at the boundary of the propeller slipstream. Pres-
sure fluctuations associated with the blade root vortices are also solved by the
simulation and noticeable on the front part of the nacelles. On the aircraft fuse-380
lage, significant pressure perturbations, and thus the highest sound levels, are
observed in proximity to the propeller plane, from about one propeller radius
upstream up to the wing trailing edge station. The aircraft port and starboard
sides display, as expected, a symmetric noise field for the counter-rotating pro-
pellers layouts, while differ for the co-rotating configuration. Differences in the385
OSPL distribution between the cases of inboard-up and inboard-down rotating
propeller are evident, with the second option appearing beneficial. Differences
can also be seen in unsteady pressure and OSPL on the fuselage for the same
propeller rotation but different installation option (i.e. on the port side between
co-rotating and counter-rotating top-in layouts, Figs 10(d) and 10(f), and on390
the starboard side between co-rotating and counter-rotating top-out layouts,
Figs 10(c) and 10(g)). This proves that the interaction of the acoustic fields of
the two propellers is important and that the CFD method is able to resolve it.
Data acquired by numerical probes are used to make a more effective quanti-
tative comparison between the different turboprop configurations. Figure 11395
shows the OSPL distribution as a function of the fuselage azimuth at the pro-
peller plane, reporting, as a reference, the results for the isolated propeller in
axial flight. The differences between isolated and installed propeller cases are
substantial. The first one shows a regular distribution on the fuselage, whereas
in the installed cases the interaction of the sound fields of the two propellers400
and the presence of the aircraft lead to an irregular noise pattern and higher
noise. Results of the isolated propeller significantly underestimate the installed
OSPL (up to 9 dB for positions at the passengers head height), without show-
ing a constant shift in the predictions. Therefore, the computationally cheap
simulation of a steady single blade in axial flight is not suitable for evaluating405
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Figure 11: OSPL distribution as function of the fuselage azimuth θ at the propeller plane:
comparison between the different propeller installation layouts and the isolated propeller in
axial flight. Noise estimate from numerical probe data over one full propeller revolution. Refer
to Figure 1(d) for the azimuthal coordinate definition.
the actual sound levels on a flying aircraft. The installed propeller cases show
a local OSPL reduction around θ ∼ 55-70 deg and θ ∼ 95-120 deg, with the
location of the minimum depending on the installation layout adopted. The
resulting lobe at the top of the fuselage is centered in the cases of counter-
rotating propellers, i.e. the maximum is at θ = 90 deg, and moved towards the410
side of the inboard-up rotating propeller in the case of a co-rotating configu-
ration. Some irregularities in the OSPL trend in the installed cases are also
observed in the lower part of the fuselage (240 deg ≤ θ ≤ 300 deg). In the
central part of the fuselage, where the aircraft masks the sound field of the
second propeller, the noise distribution appears quite smooth. A noise maxi-415
mum is seen around the location of minimum distance between propeller and
aircraft, whose position depends on the propellers configuration, followed by a
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smooth reduction going towards the bottom of the fuselage. Remarkable differ-
ences between the various installation layouts are noted and can reach up to 5
or 6 dB at certain azimuthal locations. As anticipated from the acoustic field420
analysis, the inboard-up propeller direction yields higher sound levels than the
inboard-down. The co-rotating configuration exhibits a OSPL distribution very
similar to that of counter-rotating top-out propellers on the starboard side for
θ ≤ 25 deg and to that of counter-rotating top-in propellers on the port side
for θ ≥ 145 deg because of the fuselage masking effect. Large differences are in-425
stead noted in the top area of the fuselage, where the sound waves from the two
propellers interfere, creating a different acoustic field depending on the installa-
tion option. To investigate more in depth the differences in the OSPL between
the various layouts, Figure 12 shows some of the unsteady pressure waveforms
recorded by the numerical probes on the aircraft fuselage over one propeller430
revolution at certain angular positions at the propeller plane. A predominant
eight-period oscillation related to the blade passing frequency is visible in all
pressure time signals as expected. Also from the numerical probes the symmetry
of the acoustic field for the counter-rotating layouts can be observed. Looking
at the pressure time histories at the location near the starboard OSPL minimum435
for co-rotating propellers (Figure 12(a)), a smaller fluctuation amplitude for this
layout can actually be seen, as well as the presence of the second harmonic fre-
quency. This indicates that the sound waves propagating from the propeller to
the fuselage wall undergo some favorable interactions with other sound waves,
probably waves emitted by the airframe since the sound travelling time from440
the wing leading edge to the fuselage is close to the blade passing time. At
the same azimuthal location, on the port side (Figure 12(b)), the scenario for
the co-rotating configuration is different: the pressure history displays a smooth
sinusoidal trend with an amplitude that is larger than the other installation lay-
outs, and thus the loudest noise. Counter-rotating top-in and top-out propellers445
do not show significant differences at these two locations, and their signals, with
respect to the co-rotating one, slightly lead on the starboard side while slightly
lag on the port side.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 12: Unsteady pressure waveforms, for one propeller revolution, on the aircraft fuselage
at the propeller plane, for some angular positions: comparison between the different propeller
installation layouts. Data from numerical probes for the last full propeller revolution run. See
Figure 1(d) for the azimuthal coordinate definition. (a) θ = 57 deg. (b) θ = 123 deg. (c)
θ = 358 deg. (d) θ = 178 deg. (e) θ = 325 deg. (f) θ = 205 deg.
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It is also interesting to note the flattening of the sinusoidal signal after the
low-picks for about half of the oscillation amplitude for both counter-rotating450
propeller cases, suggesting the existence of acoustic interferences between var-
ious sound sources. Near the fuselage centerline (Figures 12(c) and 12(d)) the
main difference between the three installation options is the magnitude of the
pressure fluctuations, significantly larger in the case of inboard-up propeller
rotation. No difference in phase is detectable between the three pressure histo-455
ries. The signal flattening after the low-picks appears at this azimuthal position
only in the case of inboard-down propeller rotation, i.e. for the counter-rotating
top-in layout on both fuselage sides and for the co-rotating layout on the star-
board side, but covering a smaller part of the signal. At lower fuselage positions
(Figures 12(e) and 12(f)), differences both in amplitude and phase between460
inboard-up and inboard-down rotating propeller cases are significant. The flat-
tening of the signal progressively reduces moving towards the bottom of the
fuselage, disappearing faster in the co-rotating propeller case.
As shown in Figure 11, at the propeller rotational plane, apart from the upper
part of the fuselage, the counter-rotating top-out layout appears the loudest op-465
tion, while the counter-rotating top-in layout appears the quietest. To evaluate
overall the acoustics of the various configurations, in Figure 13, the sound levels
on the aircraft fuselage are compared at different stations in the area where the
higher OSPL is observed. Going up-stream of the propeller’s rotational plane
(Figures 13(a),13(c) and 13(e)), the OSPL distribution on the fuselage shows470
the same trend, with a maximum around the points closer to the propellers,
two local minima at about θ ∼ 60 and 120 deg for counter-rotating propellers
and at θ ∼ 60 and 100 deg for co-rotating propellers, a lobe at the top of the
fuselage and a noise reduction at the bottom. The larger the distance from the
propeller rotational plane, the lower the noise, as could be expected. The noise475
reduction at the local minima at θ ∼ 60 and 100-120 deg increased as well.
The differences between the different layouts in the OSPL trend in the upper
fuselage area become more significant, the counter-rotating top-in configuration
showing the quietest noise.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 13: OSPL on the fuselage as a function of the angular position at various fuselage
stations: comparison between the different propeller installation layouts. Noise estimate from
numerical probe data over one full propeller revolution. Refer to Figure 1(d) for the azimuthal
coordinate definition. (a) X ∼ −0.8 m. (b) X ∼ +0.8 m. (c) X ∼ −1.5 m. (d) X ∼ +1.5 m.
(e) X ∼ −2.2 m. (f) X ∼ +2.2 m.
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The differences amongst the various configurations in the lower area of the480
fuselage, instead, decrease when going away from the propeller rotational plane.
For up-stream distances greater than R/2 (Figures 13(c) and 13(e)) the pick of
the upper lobe tends to the same sound level in the cases of counter-rotating
layouts, while near the propeller rotational plane a difference up to 5 dB is
predicted, in favor of the counter-rotating top-out option. Moreover, at these485
distances, the co-rotating propeller configuration shows a second local minimum
of the OSPL on the starboard side around θ ∼ 5 deg which is not present in the
other two installation options and makes this layout the quietest at this spe-
cific location. Moving down-stream from the propeller rotational plane (Figures
13(b),13(d) and 13(f)), due to the airframe sound waves reflections and con-490
nected interactions with the incoming acoustic waves, the OSPL distribution
on the fuselage is different than ahead of the propeller plane, and its azimuthal
trend becomes more irregular. Besides the points of local minimum defining the
lobe at the top of the fuselage, other OSPL valleys can be seen on the upper-
half of the fuselage creating one couple of additional lateral lobes, or two in495
proximity of the wing junction. The magnitude and the azimuthal positions of
the main lateral lobes peak, as well as their extension, are shown to vary with
the fuselage station. Increasing the distance from the propeller rotational plane,
the differences in the OSPL predicted for the various layouts become larger and
substantial: up to 10 dB of difference are observable for some azimuthal loca-500
tions around R/2 away from the propeller plane (see Figure 13(d)) and up to
15 dB about one radius away (see Figure 13(f)). The counter-rotating top-in
option appears overall the quietest, even though the counter-rotating top-out
configuration shows significantly lower noise for the top lobe. Inboard-up ro-
tating propellers yield to lateral lobes considerably louder and covering a larger505
fuselage surface than inboard-down rotating propellers. Moreover, when the
co-rotating layout is adopted, the lateral lobe on the side of the inboard-up
rotating propeller is observed to give highest OSPL than when counter-rotating
top-out propellers are employed, suggesting a detrimental acoustic interaction in
the first case. The noise attenuation moving away from the propeller rotational510
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plane is less than the one observed going up-stream because of the airframe
reflections, except for the counter-rotating top-in layout that exhibits, at equal
distances from the propeller plane, lower OSPL down-stream than up-stream.
As for fuselage stations ahead of the propeller plane, the local point of OSPL
reduction in the half-lower part of the starboard side is more pronounced for the515
co-rotating propeller configuration. Finally, it is pointed out that, for all fuse-
lage stations, at the locations of the OSPL local minimum, the frequency of the
second tone is also observable in the pressure signal, indicating that important
noise cancellations are generated by the interactions of propeller and airframe
sound waves.520
Cabin Internal Noise. As an example of the transfer function application, the
unsteady pressure amplitude maps in the frequency domain, outside and inside
the fuselage shell, are presented in Figure 14 for the fundamental harmonic.
The modifications of the pressure field going through the fuselage shell, and the
non-uniformity of the transmission losses of the aircraft structure, are noticeable.525
Whereas the exterior unsteady pressure distribution shows marked differences
depending on the propeller rotation, with the inboard-up case yielding fluctu-
ations of higher amplitude and over a larger area of the fuselage surface, on
the inside the unsteady pressure field presents more similar characteristics for
all propeller installation layouts. In the cabin interior, because of the filtering530
properties of the aircraft shell, differences of the various configurations concern
mainly the pressure oscillations magnitude.
The resulting pressure history for the test passenger is shown in Figure 15(a),
together with the pressure signals at the same fuselage station and the same
height on the external fuselage surface. The amplitude of the pressure fluctua-535
tions decreases considerably between outside and inside the aircraft cabin. In the
transmission across the fuselage shell the acoustic perturbations are reduced by
around 17−20 times. Differences in the pressure oscillations among the various
installation layouts are maintained and are of the same order as those outside.
The counter-rotating top-in configuration shows the smaller pressure540
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 14: Transfer functions application for the different installation layouts: unsteady pres-
sure amplitude maps at f = BPF on the fuselage exterior surface (on the left) and the
corresponding internal one (on the right). Please refer to Figure 2(c) for the definition of the
coordinate IX and IY used for the plots and the TF area location. (a),(b) CO. (c),(d) CNTI.
(e),(f) CNTO.
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fluctuations magnitude, indication of quieter sound levels. The cases of
counter-rotating top-out and co-rotating propellers have very similar pressure
signals, the clear differences in the exterior acoustic field are probably attenuated
in the transmission through the fuselage.
(a) (b)
Figure 15: Cabin interior sound evaluation using experimental TF: comparison between the
different propeller installation options. Data refer to a passenger located on the starboard
side of the airplane, slightly ahead of the propeller rotational plane. (a) Unsteady pressure
signal (thick lines) compared with the one at the same height on the external fuselage surface
(thin lines). (b) Sound Pressure Level spectra in the frequency domain.
The sound spectra in the frequency domain for the test passenger are re-545
ported in Figure 15(b). The tone at the blade passing frequency dominates the
noise content. Components at the second and third propeller harmonics are also
visible in the spectra. The counter-rotating top-in configuration appears to be
the quietest, while the co-rotating the loudest. At the fundamental frequency,
the predicted SPL for the co-rotating layout is around 2 and 4 dB higher than550
the counter-rotating top-out and top-in options, respectively. At 2 BPF, differ-
ences between co-rotating and counter-rotating top-out configurations become
smaller, whereas the counter-rotating top-in option shows a benefit of more than
6 dB.
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In conclusion, from the acoustic analysis carried out, the counter-rotating top-in555
configuration appears the best design choice from the acoustic point of view, if
the two propellers do not have any shift in phase.
4.2. Assessing of Synchrophasing
4.2.1. Aerodynamic Analysis
For brevity, aerodynamic considerations are here omitted, since these are560
discussed for the different installation layouts above. It is only noted that: (i) all
synchrophased configurations provide a total thrust and a total lift that differ by
less than 0.1% with respect to the case of propellers in phase; (ii) interestingly,
for some synchrophase angles, the loads fluctuations on the starboard wing show
not only a phase shift but also a different magnitude.565
4.2.2. Acoustic Analysis
Aircraft External Sound Field. The OSPL distribution on the aircraft fuselage
is shown in Figure 16 for the synchrophase angles considered. Although the
general trend of the noise field remains substantially the same, some differences
can be observed. On the starboard side, there is a slight change in the azimuthal570
position and extent of the longitudinal noise lobe (A); the main noise lobe (B)
is also seen to vary its size and the azimuthal location of its peak. Looking
further aft, no significant differences are noted in the fuselage region below the
wing (C), while sound levels and the position of the noise minimum behind
the wing (D) are altered depending on the synchrophase angle. Regarding the575
fuselage frontal area (E), a similar noise pattern is observed in all cases, with
small variations in sound levels, except for the configuration with ψs = 30 deg
that shows an OSPL distribution considerably different. Smaller differences are
registered on the port side among the cases of ψs = 5, ψs = 10 and ψs = 15 deg,
whereas the choice of ψs = 30 deg results in a more extended area of high noise580
in the vicinity of the propeller plane (A) and a different OSPL pattern at the
back (C) and front (D) of the fuselage. Finally, since the OSPLs of ψs = 15 deg
and ψs = 30 deg (or ψs = −15 deg equivalently) are dissimilar, the developed
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
(g) (h)
Figure 16: OSPL on the aircraft external surface for the different cases (noise estimate from
URANS results over a quarter of propeller revolution). Color scale range equal to 45 dB.
Aircraft starboard side on the left and port side on the right. Refer to Figure 10 for the case
of propellers in phase. (a),(b) ψs = 5 deg. (c),(d) ψs = 10 deg. (e),(f) ψs = 15 deg. (g),(h)
ψs = 30 deg.
acoustic field depends not only on the magnitude of the blade shift but also
from the leading or the lagging of the starboard propeller.585
Data from the numerical probes on the fuselage are used to have a better quan-
titative assessment of the several shift angle choices. Figure 17 presents the
OSPL as a function of the fuselage azimuthal position, at different longitudinal
stations. The corresponding data for the case of propellers in phase are included
for comparison. In general, the main effect of the positive synchrophase angle590
appears to be a shift of the noise pattern towards slightly larger fuselage az-
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imuthal angles, as can be seen looking at the position of the noise lobe on the
upper part of the fuselage.
(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 17: OSPL around the fuselage at various streamwise stations: comparison between
the different test cases. Noise estimate from numerical probe data over one full propeller
revolution. Refer to Figure 1(d) for the azimuthal coordinate definition. Red plain circles
- ψs = 0 deg; purple left triangles - ψs = 5 deg; blue right triangles - ψs = 10 deg; cyan
diamonds - ψs = 15 deg; light green squares - ψs = 30 deg. (a) X ∼ 0.0 m. (b) X ∼ −2.0 m.
(c) X ∼ −1.5 m. Continued in the next page
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(d) (e)
(f) (g)
(h) (i)
Figure 17: (d) X ∼ −1.0 m. (e) X ∼ −0.5 m. (f) X ∼ +0.5 m. (g) X ∼ +1.0 m. (h)
X ∼ +1.5 m. (i) X ∼ +2.0 m.
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For fuselage stations ahead of the propeller and up to around one propeller
radius behind it, the differences in the sound levels of the noise maximum are595
at most of 2 dB. Bigger differences are instead observed regarding the points of
minimum noise, where the configurations with synchrophasing show reductions
of up to 5 dB more than the case of propellers in phase, indicating a stronger
noise destructive interference. Further back, where the noise on the fuselage
is also affected by the acoustic waves generated by the interactions with the600
airframe, the noise distribution is seen to vary more considerably between the
various test cases. The maximum sound levels of the upper-lateral lobes, both
on the starboard and the port side, are observed to decrease with a positive
increase of the synchrophase angle.
To assess overall the acoustics of the various options, Figure 18 shows the trend605
of the OSPL averaged over the azimuth, along the fuselage longitudinal axis.
The average value for the OSPL, at each fuselage station, was computed tak-
ing into account only the upper part of the fuselage and excluding the data
relative to the area below the cabin floor. Thus, the variations in the OSPL
between θ ∼ 240 and θ ∼ 270 deg are not included. As can be noted, ahead610
of the propeller tip plane, all cases present very similar noise values, with some
differences only for distances larger than one propeller diameter. The case of
ψs = 30 deg is, however, an exception. This synchrophase angle, which is larger
than the maximum possible blade shift, yields slightly higher OSPL for the
whole front part of the aircraft fuselage. Behind the propeller plane, the ef-615
fect of the blade shift is more considerable, and differences between the various
configurations increase the closer we are to the wing-fuselage junction. This
indicates that propellers synchrophasing modifies not only the acoustic inter-
ference that develops between the sound fields of the two propellers, but also,
and in greater ways, the interference of the propellers direct sound fields with620
the one produced from the interactions with the airframe. It appears therefore
crucial, when studying the optimum synchrophase angle numerically, to include
the airframe in the simulations. Any tested synchrophase angle shows a benefi-
cial effect in this area of the fuselage, with noise reductions of up to 1 dB about
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Figure 18: OSPL averaged over the fuselage azimuth θ, in the passengers area, as a function
of the fuselage longitudinal position: comparison between the different test cases and counter-
rotating top-in scenario as a reference. Noise estimate from numerical probe data over one
full propeller revolution.
half radius away from the propeller plane and up to about 2 dB one radius away.625
Larger synchrophase angles provide larger noise reductions. The OSPL decrease
is seen to be non-linear with respect to the synchrophase angle. The choice of
ψs = 15 deg appears overall the quietest amongst the synchrophase angles con-
sidered. Finally, in the same graph is reported, as reference, the OSPL trend
for the counter-rotating top-in propeller installation layout, which was proven630
the quietest option in the first part of this study. At all fuselage stations, no
synchrophase angle is able to achieve a noise reduction equal to that obtained
by the top-in propellers rotation. Table 6 reports the overall (i.e. for the fuselage
region from 1 radius ahead the propeller tip plane to the wing-fuselage junc-
tion) noise gains that are attained with synchrophasing compared to in-phase635
propellers. The value for the counter-rotating top-in propellers layout is re-
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ψs = 5 deg ψs = 10 deg ψs = 15 deg ψs = 30 deg CNTI Layout
- 0.16 dB -0.365 dB -0.55 dB -0.36 dB -2.17 dB
Table 6: OSPL average value for the fuselage region from 1 radius ahead the propeller tip
plane to the wing-fuselage junction: relative value with respect to the case with propellers in
phase (ψs = 0 deg). Value of the counter-rotating top-in (CNTI) layout reported as reference.
Data from numerical probes over the last full propeller revolution. The lower part of the
fuselage (below the cabin floor) was not considered.
ported as a target. All synchrophase angles analyzed lead to a reduction in the
OSPL. If the gain obtained by a choice of ψs = 5 deg appears quite negligible,
with ψs = 15 deg it is possible to achieve a noise reduction of more than 0.5 dB
with respect to in-phase propellers. The option of ψs = 30 deg seem to not be640
optimal because the considerably larger gain provided in the area between the
propeller plane and the wing-fuselage junction comes together with an increase
in the sound levels ahead the propeller plane.
Looking at the average OSPL as a function of the synchrophase angle, it can be
imagined that a choice closer to the maximum possible blade shift, i.e. ψs ∼ 22.5645
deg, may yield larger noise reductions. For this reason an additional simulation
was performed with ψs = 21 deg (considering the capability of current syn-
chrophaser systems to maintain a shift angle within ±1 deg, this choice was
made to ensure that the starboard propeller is always leading with respect to
the port one). The average OSPL along the fuselage, reported in Figure 18,650
displays significant benefits behind the propeller plane, showing similar sound
levels to the ψs = 30 case, and a trend very close to that of propellers in
phase ahead of the propeller plane. Overall, the choice of ψs = 21 deg appears
the quietest co-rotating configuration, leading to a noise reduction of 0.7 dB
with respect to phased propellers. However, it is noted that the acoustic gains655
achieved by synchrophasing are significantly lower than that obtained by the
counter-rotating top-in layout.
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Figure 19: Cabin interior sound evaluation using experimental TF: comparison between the
different cases. SPL comparison for first, second and third tone (relative data with respect
to the case with propellers in phase ψs = 0 deg). Data refer to a passenger located on the
starboard side of the airplane, slightly ahead of the propeller rotational plane.
Cabin Internal Noise. Figure 19 compares, for all test cases, the SPL for the first
three propeller harmonics as would be heard by the example passenger. Even
if the differences that appear on the external surface of the fuselage are not660
very strong, synchrophasing has an noticeable beneficial effect inside the cabin
(apart from the case of ψs = 5 deg that appears almost not effective). The only
considered shift angle that exhibits a sound levels reduction at all first three
harmonics is ψs = 10 deg, but its noise gains for the first tone is significantly
weaker than those achieved by ψs = 15 deg and ψs = 21 deg. The latter665
shows the larger reduction at the first harmonic (-3.2 dB with respect to phased
propellers), while the choice of ψs = 15 is the best for the second harmonic (-3.6
dB with respect to phased propellers). Overall, the synchrophase angle equal to
ψs = 21 deg gives the quietest sound levels, resulting the most favorable angle
amongst those analyzed regarding both exterior and interior noise, at example670
passenger location. It has to be noted that the overall noise reduction provided
by the counter-rotating top-in propeller layout is higher than that of the best
synchrophase angle by about 1 dB.
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5. Conclusions
The CFD flow solver HMB3 was successfully employed to simulate a com-675
plete twin-engined modern turboprop aircraft, aiming to numerically investi-
gate the effects of the propeller installation options (co- vs counter-rotating
propellers), and synchrophasing, on the near-field aircraft acoustics. The eight-
bladed IMPACTA propeller, representative of a modern propeller design, was
employed for this study and cruise conditions were considered. Noise on the680
exterior fuselage surface was directly evaluated from the URANS solutions,
whereas experimentally-obtained transfer functions were employed to estimate
the cabin noise, thus to perform an overall assessment of the acoustic field of
each configuration seeking the quieter propeller installation layout. The adopted
method is able to capture the aerodynamic and the acoustic features of the com-685
plex flow-field that is generated from the interactions between propellers and
airframe. The interference between sound waves of the two propellers and the
waves reflected from the airframe appears to play an important role in the re-
sulting acoustic field, showing the need to simulate the whole configuration to
achieve accurate actual noise estimates for an aircraft in flight.690
Significant differences in the exterior acoustic field between co- and counter-
rotating propellers are observed. These differences remain audible in the aircraft
cabin, although significantly attenuated because of the fuselage shell filtering.
Overall, if the counter-rotating top-out layout displays the best aerodynamic ef-
ficiency in line with previous studies, the counter-rotating top-in configuration695
is shown to be the best from the acoustic point of view at this flight condition.
The propeller inboard-up rotation yields to louder noise than the inboard-down
direction because of the higher blade loading on the inboard propeller side and
because of constructive acoustic interferences between direct propeller sound
waves and noise emitted, as well as reflected, from the interactions with the700
airframe.
Propeller synchrophasing was analyzed as a way to decrease the noise of a
co-rotating layout being this the usually adopted for maintenance costs and
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logistical reasons. In line with previous experimental and analytical studies,
synchrophasing is shown to affect only slightly the exterior OSPL distribution705
and values, but to be effective regarding the interior cabin noise. The noise
reduction appears to be mainly due to the different acoustic interferences that
develop between propellers direct sound fields and the waves emanating by the
airframe. The best blades shift angle amongst those considered in this study,
ψs = 21 deg, yield a decrease in the OSPL of more than 3 dB at the example710
passenger location, compared to the case of propellers in phase. Smaller angles
were proved less effective, especially in the area between the propeller plane and
the fuselage-wing junction, whereas larger angles resulted louder than phased
propellers ahead of the propeller plane. However, it is noted that the counter-
rotating top-in layout is quieter by almost 1 dB more with respect to ψs = 21715
deg, showing that the favorable effects of synchrophasing on a co-rotating config-
uration can be significant but do not balance the higher sound levels generated
by the inboard-up rotation of one propeller.
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